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Abstract: High-fidelity localized feedback has the potential of providing new and unique levels of
interaction with a given device. Achieving this in a cost-effective reproducible manner has been
a challenge in modern technology. Past experiments have shown that by using the principles of
constructive wave interference introduced by time offsets it is possible to achieve a position of
increased vibration displacement at any given location. As new interface form factors increasingly
incorporate curved surfaces, we now show that these same techniques can successfully be applied
and mechanically coupled with a universal actuation plate.

Keywords: user; interfaces; tangible; multimodal; interaction; haptic; touch

1. Introduction

The trend for in-vehicle control has been to move from traditional controls with natural
tactile feedback to smooth surfaces with capacitive touch interfaces [1]. Buttons or knobs
that could once be felt are replaced with a touch sensitive display or surface that often
requires a user’s visual attention to interact with. Curiously enough, the technological and
constructive advances in ergonomics may often worsen usability by distracting the driver’s
attention from the road.

Much of the paradigms that have become a standard in smartphones have simply
been moved to in-vehicle displays. An emergence of powerful haptic displays to augment
user interaction with in-vehicle infotainment systems has already been shown to decrease
task completion time, significantly decreasing distraction while driving, as shown by
Farooq et al. in their research [2]. Nevertheless, we believe there is room for further
improvement using high-fidelity localized haptics.

Injected molded structural electronics (IMSE) allows for the introduction of in-vehicle
control panels that can have varying textures and shapes. This allows for reliable capacitive
touch technology to coexist with more defined physical properties. One such interface is
the molded in-vehicle control panel, a product designed to demonstrate IMSE features
for the automotive industry. Still, this product is missing the active instrumental tactile
feedback received from the press or tap of any button location.

A multitude of interaction technologies are being introduced to modern vehicles and
used to build multimodal interaction systems for drivers to interact with. It is important to
ensure that each component of this multimodal system is responsive to the driver. This
includes the tactile interfaces within reach. We see this as an important key technology as
it relates to both comfort and safe driving.

By introducing four actuators at key placements beneath the interface arranged over
the haptic actuation plate it is possible to reproduce localized precise points of standing-
waves vibration interference to enhance the user experience. Rendering a virtual movable
actuator keeps manufacturing costs down by reducing the complexity and quantity of
components required while enhancing the tactile usability of the in-vehicle interface.
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2. Related Work

The concept of high-fidelity haptics as well as its use in expressive haptic feedback
have been of well-established concern to researchers, including our team, aiming to enable
realistic haptic interaction. In the following sections we briefly review existing works
that help support the foundation of our work with the haptic actuation plate presented in
this article.

Our previous research has achieved superposition at a much lower frequency using
standard voice coil actuators [3]. Allowing for reduced complexity and haptics compatible
within the range of feelable frequencies. Experimentation over liquid, gel, and Gorilla
glass has helped define the amount of attenuation over different materials [4]. In this case
liquid had the least amount of attenuation while gel and Gorilla glass had high levels
of attenuation.

Moreover, the specific offset and configuration of output signals for the actuators
arrangement can lead to both constructive interference (1) and destructive superposition (2)
of particular components (green and blue) of the composite (red) seismic signal (Figure 1)
by diminishing dissipation of the interference maximum.

Figure 1. Generating the composite seismic signal with enhanced localization.

In addition, we have studied a vibration propagation over curved surfaces and dif-
ferent plastic materials. The results have shown that attenuation can be overcome by
increasing the number of actuators affixed to the base actuation plate (thick plexiglass bar)
instead of actuators assembled directly with the touch surface of interaction which has
a complex outline. This also allows localizing haptic vibrations propagated over a three-
dimensional surface attached to haptic actuation plate rather than on a planar touchscreen.

2.1. Expressive Haptic Feedback

To date, designers have worked to enhance the interactivity of onscreen objects
through the use of expressive haptic outputs, creating a display where the user can both
feel the texture and the geometry of an object being displayed.

In the absence of visual feedback, touch sensitive input must avoid confusion and
prevent incidental activation of undesirable functionality of the control panel. Passive
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perceptual haptic feedback has been designed and discussed in respective literature [5].
Even the control panel has raised ribs throughout the length of the slider control to provide
tactile cues, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Relief of tactile cues perceptually distinguishable over the control panel slider.

Haptic technology advances support development of the non-visual interaction space
via enhancement of perceivable tactile information [6]. Still, the challenge is in delivering
high-fidelity haptic feedback to detect the exact locations in the absence of visual cues.
Advances in actuation and stimulation techniques may lead to the generation of explorable,
continuous tactile responses. Both as static and dynamic tactile patterns [7] and vibro-tactile
flows [8] of which a user can explore the location of active areas with the slide of their
finger [9].

In contrast to typical global vibration produced by the majority of mobile devices, Sato
and Tachi [10] have worked on the use of lateral forces to introduce more accurate haptic
textures across a display. They have made use of motors pulling strings along the outer
edge of a tablet in order to produce lateral vibrations. Initial recordings of vibration profiles
were created using an accelerometer attached to a finger passing over a given material such
as sandpaper. Later, these recordings were used to create the necessary lateral vibrations
used to emulate specific textures over a tablet display.

The use of advanced haptic vibration techniques was shown by Martinez et al. in [7]
who found that incidental learning can facilitate categorization in distinguishing dynamic
tactile patterns through a visuomotor task. Rather than a simple temporal vibration,
the researchers used a simulated offset vibrotactile movement provided to users in order of
decreasing reaction time to choose alternative images of a star and circle. Each direction of
vibration movement was associated with a respective symbol, taking advantage of user’s
ability of incidental learning. This incidental learning is important in any scenario where
touch is a primary input into a device, especially when vision is occupied by another task.

With the introduction of flexible displays new methods of interaction are being devel-
oped for mobile phones. Apple, for example, has been granted a patent for a flexible edge
display which would replace typical tactile buttons found on the side of the phone. As the
screen on the edge of the phone may not always be clearly visible, the introduction of new
haptic techniques might be used to enhance the usability of such interface [8,9].

2.2. High-Fidelity HAPTICS

High-fidelity haptics refers to feedback that is felt accurately at a specific location,
rather than the conventional global vibration felt, for example, from a typical mobile phone.
In practice, high-fidelity haptics can be achieved using an array of actuators. Each actuator
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can be placed at the point where the actuation is intended to be felt. Velko Vechev [11] and
their team have worked with creating small form factor haptic feedback electromagnetic
actuators placed on a glove that create tactile stimulation directly to the user hand. For the
most part this is the regular way most of the researchers are currently using to create high-
fidelity haptics relying on different type of actuators including electrotactile stimulation [12],
pin-based mechanical vibrators [13–15] and linear motors [14,16,17].

In this regard, the selective displacement of a two-dimensional array of long pins,
which moves through an apertured plate to different positions has been already studied
in a number of trials [7,14,15,17–19]. Although many technological approaches have been
applied in order to control the specific parameters of individual tactile pixels (taxels), it was
proven that such a way of rendering detailed haptic textures has disadvantages [13,14,20,21].
Volumetric shape displays using the bed-of-pins approach remain limited by their 2.5-
dimensional nature as well as their large scale due to the size and quantity of the actuators
in use [13].

Skin that is stimulated directly by two vibrotactile actuators reproduces a single
sensation that is perceived in between the points of stimulation [8,22–24]. By modifying
either the intensity or the time offset of the applied stimulus, the location of the perceived
position can be moved. However, when vibrations are transmitted to the hand through
a rigid multilayered medium such as the in-vehicle control panel, the perception of a
stimulus that is not present at the point of contact (i.e., static phantom sensations [25])
is difficult to induce properly at an assigned specific place of operating area due to its
curved outline.

As known from studies and scientific literature, vibration localization using multiple
actuators is possible to some extent (e.g., by placing actuators at four locations) with the
introduction of impractical external dampers [26]. Due to the practical limitation these
approaches have, research has shifted direction from positional information rendering
to directional information rendering such as that of vibrotactile flows. In which case
high-fidelity vibration localization is not necessary.

In the search for different methods and techniques to achieve localized haptics, the use
of infrared light has been experimented with to activate a PET film coated in a membrane
reactive to light [27]. By passing infrared light at a specified location a localized vibration
can be activated. Thus, potentially leading to localization that is only limited by the
resolution of the light source. Although the use of infrared light sources are commonly
used in hand tracking with larger projection displays, it would be yet to be seen how
the application of a near infrared light source might be integrated into smaller handheld
display technology, or within the layered structures of injected molded electronics.

The use of a thermoactivated gel has also been explored in the past [28]. By applying
heat to a poly gel layer via resistive heating elements the area that is heated becomes stiff
to the touch. This gel becomes visibly opaque as it is heated, altering the visibility to the
target location. Although the effect is well defined by touch, the process of heating the gel,
as well as waiting for the gel to cool takes a significant amount of time. The limited refresh
rate of the actuation component, as well as the energy required for resistive heating limits
this designs practical use cases.

The MudPad shows us a different take on the well tested array of pins approach [29,30].
Rather than use actuators to physically move individual pins to create localized feedback,
an array of electromagnets is used to actuate a layer filled with a magnetorheological fluid.
This allows for similar precision as the pin array approaches, while keeping a smaller
footprint similar in size to the actuated overlay. The Magnetorheological fluid is opaque
and operates directly through the pouch it is contained within. Changing individual electro-
magnets magnetic fields allows for precision changes in not only localization, but stiffness
of the material.

Similar work exploring magnetorheological fluid has been conducted but without
a dry surface layer [31]. Participants interacting directly with their hands submerged
with the magnetorheological fluid were able to actively interact with similar localization
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achieved within the liquid. These methods, similarly, to other pin arrays, rely on individual
components at the point of localization. In these fluid examples the liquid itself acts as an
actuator in combination with the underlying electromagnet.

A vibrotactile flow provides a continuously moving sensation across the surface of a
device, providing a sense of direction. Implementation of vibrotactile flows can be achieved
using only two actuators, rather than an actuator array. This is done by controlling the
constructive interference of vibration signals coming to the necessary point of skin contact.

It has been shown that by using multiple actuators, communication through touch
can be enhanced over existing vibration motors. Seo and Choi showed that by placing four
Linear Resonant Actuators (LRAs) positioned at each corner of the device and actuating
them at predetermined offset timings, rotational feedback can be communicated to a user
through the edge of a device [8]. Users in their experiment could feel the directional flow
of a given actuation as it traveled around the device.

In closer relation to our current work, Enferad et al. [32] have worked with the
generation of controlled localized stimulation over a haptic display. This has been achieved
by installing a row of piezoelectric patches over a staple shaped aluminum beam.

Superposition had occurred within the beam along a single access. To achieve the
assigned point of superposition, the output of assembly of piezoelectric actuators was
configured primarily using voltage phase modulation.

Another accurate method employed to achieve localized haptic feedback is the im-
plementation of time-reversal wave focusing. Charles Hudin and their team designed a
tactile display with an array of 32 actuators bonded to the underside periphery of a glass
plate [33]. A vibrometer was used for to accomplish calibration of the time-reversed wave
during the focusing stage. The goal of this research was the development of a very precise
localized point of tactile feedback. However, known so far experimental haptic techniques
(based on a close-loop control) for high-fidelity signal localization [20,34] raise significant
difficulties and limitations in its practical implementation in mobile devices even on a flat
interaction surface.

3. Materials and Methods

We have been provided with a universal in-vehicle touch sensitive control panel
(demonstrator) assembled based on IMSE technology. The control panel itself is not
designed to any specific regulatory requirements. Instead, it follows interior parts industry
standards to demonstrate the versatility of IMSE configuration and fabrication.

Two equal control panels (demonstrators) have been affixed to a thick plexiglass base
(haptic actuation plate) with a possibility of vibration in orthogonal direction (Figures 3 and 4)
using APA120S amplified piezoelectric actuators from Cedrat Technologies (Figures 3 and 4,
to the left) and TDK PowerHap 15G (Figures 4 and 5, to the right). APA120S actuators
are described as a mechanically magnified preloaded stack of low voltage piezoelectric
ceramics [20] (PZT type). This technology allows for the attachment of the actuators
without the need of additional tensioning. The actuators are affixed directly with screws
to a plexiglass actuation base (haptic actuation plate) and with screw posts to the four
mounting points found underneath the interface. No other attachment or adjustment
is required. Besides obvious benefits, the much higher cost of the APA120S puts it at a
disadvantage for consumer production. Nevertheless, the APA120S actuators are easy
install and to work with. The APA120S also operates at a very wide response rate; from 0
to 100 kHz. This means we can reproduce as close as possible the necessary components of
the signal configuration adapted immediately for both constructive interference (1) and
destructive superposition (2), as shown in Figure 1, yet in a feelable range of vibrations.
For this reason, we have chosen to work with the APA120S actuator for our initial testing.
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Figure 3. APA120S actuators placement underneath the control panel.

Our preliminary design expands on existing research demonstrating the successful
creation of a virtual vibration source across different configuration of deformable sur-
faces [3]. We expect the control panel may behave differently due to its multi-depth curved
shape and multi-layered structure. We have chosen this project to apply advance haptic
techniques to the emerging technology of touch panels.

Figure 4. Configuration of Piezo actuators below the control panel. (a) The APA120S can be seen to
the left, (b) while the PowerHap 15G is shown to the right.
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Figure 5. PowerHap 15G actuators placement underneath the control pane.

Alternatively, to apply actuation force to the control panel we have chosen to use a
TDK PowerHap 15G piezoelectric haptic actuator. We have chosen the PowerHap 15G
due to its compact size, planar form-factor, cost and efficiency. These factors suggest
that this type of haptic actuators is suitable to be further embedded into a product. TDK
also produces more powerful PowerHap amplified actuators such as the 6005H090V120
and similar, smaller size 1204H018V060. Their constructive features do not always allow
as easy installation as the APA120S which have built-in threaded holes. Nevertheless,
the PowerHap 15G piezoelectric actuator is designed with haptics in mind with suggested
applications including automotive displays. The actuators are driven by an amplifier
designed to output the required high voltage (120 V) specified. The initial signal to control
our driver is output from an Arduino Due microcontroller board. The Arduino Due
operates on an 84 MHz clock, allowing for microsecond precision for generating haptic
signals. The PowerHap 15G actuators were placed at key location as shown in Figure 6.

The goal of the presented research was to produce localized high-fidelity haptic vi-
brations at the specific locations along the central slider of the control panel and other
locations requiring active response to human touch. Now, due to the integrated molded cir-
cuit design of the control panels it was not readily possible to integrate components within
the interface after manufacturing. For this reason, the actuators have been placed directly
with a thin adhesive tape (as recommended in the PowerHap 15G Documentation [35])
or the proper screws to the haptic actuation plate (plexiglass base) that lays beneath the
control panel interface. Existing screw mounts in the interface were used as the points of
application tangential force (10–26 N) from actuators. A metallic screw post was screwed
into a small thick fiberglass block and its other end inserted up to the stop into plastic
mounting points of the control panel (Figures 4 and 5). The fiberglass block is then affixed
directly to the top of the actuator to provide the vibration transfer point to the surface of the
interface. To provide the necessary preload tension (10 N) required by the PowerHap 15G
actuators, fixation of the control panel in relation to the haptic actuation plate was designed
with adjustable level of elevation (20 ± 3 mm). In practice, the PowerHap 15G should be
embedded within the molded interface in specific locations providing the required preload
during the manufacturing stage.
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Figure 6. Sketch of the control panel with overlaid adhesive copper tape and MicroSense Sensor po-
sitioning.

Due to the concave design of the central slider of the control panel it was not possible
to measure the concave slider’s surface directly using the planar rectangular MicroSense
sensor in our data gathering (Model 5622-LR Probe, with 0.5 mm × 2.5 mm sensor). Instead,
it has been temporary filled in with Blu Tack adhesive resin and covered with an adhesive
cooper strip.

The sensor has an accuracy of 0–200 um with noise of 3.44 um-rms @5 kHz amplified
with gauging electronics until 10 V and attenuated to a range of 0 to 5 V to be compatible
with the Arduino’s analogous input. The depth of the concavity is minimal at around
2 mm. We believe any influence on final measurements to be minimal.

The signals applied to haptic exciters used in both set-ups are identical. Both types of
piezoelectric actuators have two stages of duty cycle. Actuators are charged by applying
positive control voltage that affects their expansion on the order of 0.1% to 0.2% of the
piezo stack length. Then actuators are discharged that allows contracting them due to
external load or surrounding flexure-shell. For simplicity, we are using a single charged
and then discharged group of pulses.

It follows to note that, though both types of piezoelectric actuators excited by a positive
voltage polarity lead to an extension in thickness of multilayered piezoelectric crystals,
Cedrat amplified technology uses a stainless steel shell in which the piezoelectric stack
is placed along the long axis (28.7 mm), while vibration magnitude is proportional to the
short axis (13.0 mm) in inverse direction. That is, mechanical amplification is about twofold
greater than the actual stroke of piezoelectric stack. However, the resulting displacements
of the control panels excited with PowerHap 15G and APA120S actuators happened in
antiphase which we will consider when present in the data recorded during vibration
propagation over demonstrators.

4. Results

Although four actuators were used for the final output, the initial offsets were found
by testing actuators in pairs. One actuator was marked as the point of reference. We
can sweep through a range of offsets for each actuator pair. For example, we can gather
vibration data for actuation off sets gathered from the top left and bottom right actuator.
We can then do the same with the top left and top right actuator.
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From the data gathered from this range of time offsets, the offset for each actuator
pair determined to create peak interference can be combined and used to trigger all the
actuators in relation to the top left actuator. Our previous work with curved surfaces
has shown that a near maximum peak may be produced with this method without the
time consumption of going through every offset combination required if we were to scan
through all four offsets simultaneously [36].

In order to find the offsets required for maximum constructive wave interference,
a range of offset signals were measured at a given point using the MicroSense sensor.
For each set-up, measurements have been done at 10 mm step increments starting from
the bottom of the interface slider to the top of the slider (Figure 7). Each 10 mm step
measurement has been recorded at 1 ms intervals for an offset ranging from 0 to 3 ms
before and after triggering the first actuator.

The measurements consist of the MicroSense data during the offset as well as after the
second vibration signal is triggered. This recorded data measured the peak-to-peak voltage
of the control panel response to each offset of actuation signals. After collecting the data of
the offset sweep, the offset with the largest peak-to-peak maximum was where the Arduino
was able to record the largest range in vibration magnitude, and where constructive wave
interference occurred.

Figure 7. The control panel top view. The central slider is filled in with Blu Tack for Measurements to
be completed using the MicroSense sensor.

Similar research [3] with the MicroSense sensor has determined by making a super-
position of five measurements at a single point that there was a negligible amount of
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variability between measurements. This means we can expect that our results should be
stable and reproducible.

The results in Figure 8 illustrate the required offsets between a given two actuators to
create maximum vibration displacement. Actuation always took place in reference to the
top-left actuator. The results of the PowerHap 15G have revealed that between the top-left
and bottom-left actuator there was a clear change in offsets required at different points of
the surface. The data for the top-left and top-right actuation have demonstrated a similar
pattern of the control panel response over a narrower offset range. This is likely due to the
parallel positioning of the actuators in reference to the central location of the measuring
strip. For the Top-left and Bottom-Left actuation we have detected a much flatter graph.
These actuators are placed orthogonally to the targeted central location of the measuring
strip. This means that as the measurement position changes, we cannot discover a change
of offsets because the measurements over the position is always equally distant from each
of the two actuators.

Figure 8. Required offsets for actuator pairs to achieve maximum displacement at given points across
the control panel slider.

At first, we can notice that the APA120S provides a larger amount of displacement
across the surface of the slider. This is due to the larger amount of energy required to
actuate the APA120S at a given voltage (Table 1). The results collected of the offsets required
to achieve maximum displacement at any given point with the APA120S actuators indicate
a much more narrow and flatter result. Although there are noticeable and consistent
offset maximums, the distinctions between offsets are not as pronounced as with the
PowerHap 15G actuators. We believe this is in part because of the way the APA120S
operates. In Table 1, it is shown that while the PowerHap 15G actuator is placed under a
10 N preload, it is virtually nonexistent for the APA120S. This means that while vibration
interference still exists as illustrated in Figure 8, the lack of preloading alters the method of
impact, likely reducing its effectivity achieving precise wave interference across the control
panel interface.

The offsets found for each actuator pair were combined for each point of interest
across the surface. The results are shown in Figure 8. Ideally, we would hope to reveal a
flat line indicating equal maximum interference at any given point. This might be the case
if using a more compatible elastic material. In this case we are using a hybrid modeled
material in which a certain amount of attenuation is to be expected.
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Table 1. Specification comparison for the PowerHap 15G and APA120S piezo actuators.

Specifications PH15G APA120S

Elongation between symbol endcaps, µ/120 V 220 (Preload 10 N) 130–153 (no load)
Max no. load displacement at resonance, µm p-p 58–70

Force vs. displacement, N/µm 10/125
Blocked Force, N ~26 44–51

Force limit (0-pk), N 11–12
Stiffness, N/mm 130.00

Stiffness, µm 0.34–0.38
Capacitance, µF 4.40 1.55–2.0

Energy, kJ 31.68 11.16–14.4

With the PowerHap 15G actuators we achieved lower points of maximum interference
near the center where distance from the four actuators would be equal. Such a result might
be observed due to attenuation as the vibration travels through the model multilayered
material. Fortunately, at this distance the attenuation in maximum displacement is quite
low with a difference between peaks of 9.7 dB. It also has been observed that as the mea-
surement was made closer to the actuators the maximum vibration increased as expected
with a difference between peaks of 9.7 dB.

The results of the use of the APA120S actuators demonstrated an overall larger dis-
placement with a gradual increase as measurements moved to the center of the central strip.
In some manner the APA120S actuators placed in this configuration in combination can
surpass the threshold for loss due to attenuation. This is likely due to difference in construc-
tion between the APA120S and PowerHap 15G actuators. The PowerHap 15G is preloaded
and expands outward in an orthogonal placement, returning to its non-loaded state.

Figure 9 is a sample of the constructive waves measured at the center of the slider.
Each found offset maximum between actuator pairs is shown, as well as the resulting
combination of offsets. As it was demonstrated with the PowerHap 15G actuator, the final
negative downward displacement at the end of the wave is magnified several times.
Although we have detected an increase in displacement magnitude when actuating all four
APA120S actuators, the increase is nowhere near as pronounced. As it can be observed in
Figure 8, the offsets found to produce peak displacement for the APA120S do not change
much in any of the graphs, implying that localized feedback has not been produced in
this case.

On the contrary, the data collected with PowerHap 15G revealed that the Offsets
required to reach maximum peak between the actuators located at the top left and bottom
left of the control panel demonstrated a linear trend that can be found between measure-
ment points indicating a high confidence that localization was achieved. The Top-left
and top-right actuators are located parallel to the slider. As expected, we also see a more
shallow but rising trend as the distance between points and the actuation does not vary as
much as the previous measurements demonstrated.

Finally, the graph for the top-left and bottom-left actuations has very little change as
the MicroSense sensor moved across the slider. The reason for this phenomenon is that
the actuators are placed in orthogonal direction from each other in reference to the central
slider. This means that as the sensor moved across the slider, it was always measuring a
point that is proportionally the same distance from each actuator.
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Figure 9. Displacement measured from PowerHap 15G and APA120S actuation.

5. Discussion

As manufacturing techniques continually improve and allow for user interface technol-
ogy to take on a continuing variety of shapes and form-factors, engineers and technologists
will need to rethink the ways of providing user feedback. Displays are beginning to no
longer conform to the shape of a flat rectangle [37,38]. Flexible phones may have at times
portions of their display out of a user’s view. Physical buttons are continually being
swapped out for cheaper, more reliable IR and capacitive sensor-based interfaces [39,40].
Any solution that brings haptic feedback to consumer devices will need to be simple to
integrate, reliable, and low cost.

Vehicles today are incorporating multimodal interfaces to give drivers a variety of
methods to communicate with and control different aspects of their driving experience [41].
For a multimodal system to effectively work, each input modality must be as effective
and easy to use to be a viable choice to the driver. For example, if a speech recognition
fails to recognize a driver’s voice repeatedly, then the driver will begin to avoid using this
modality to the point that it may as well not be available as an option. This can also be
said about a touch panel such as the one we are working with. If a driver has difficulty
in interacting with a tactile interface due to the lack of tactile feedback, they may avoid
using it. Often the goal with a multimodal interface is to reduce a driver’s stress levels or
cognitive load, leading to safer driving [42]. Therefore, each input in the overall system
needs careful attention to detail so that a driver can choose the most comfortable interaction
technique for the given situation.

Our exploration demonstrates that existing research [3,4] over flat surfaces can be
translated to an object with varying depth and curvature. We are continuing to find
that once offsets are found and set, the resulting output stays remarkably consistent.
Sustainability is important, as localization offsets only need to be gathered once for a given
device configuration. What we have also learned is that losses due to attenuation can be
compensated for using additional actuators.

The empirical findings in this paper suggest that the PowerHap 15G is the superior
actuator when achieving a virtual actuation point at a given area across the interface.
An additional advantage of the PowerHap 15G is its flat planar form-factor. Because of
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its small footprint it can be easily integrated into existing printed circuit board assembly
(PCBA). Piezoelectric actuators are known for their reliability and long life, ideal for im-
plementation in products with fewer serviceability options while still expected to have a
long life [43]. The simple design of the actuator also allows for easy implementation in
existing circuit designs. Moving towards simplified circuit design with standard compo-
nents moves us closer to the possible ubiquity of high-fidelity haptics across a multitude of
consumer products.

There is also some scientific literature that refers to the touch enhancing properties
of intermediate materials. For instance, cellophane film is already in use by body shop
mechanics to examine the quality of polishing on vehicles [12]. Furthermore, the Touch
Enhancing Pad [15] is a patent that describes a pad composed of a small amount of lubricant
enclosed within two plastic sheets effectively enhancing touch in applications such as the
detection of tumors in breast tissue.

A variety of materials have been tested in other research [4] finding that differing
materials affect the performance of the resulting virtual actuator. For any given device,
changing the material covering substantially is not always an option. Therefore, it would
be interesting to study if a material structure can be introduced as an additional active layer
underneath or over the existing product further modifying and enhancing the magnitude
as well as the tactile perception of the virtual actuator vibration.

Ideally, we would like to demonstrate the flexibility and portability of this offset
actuation method. The actuation plate used in this research was built with the idea that
it can be attached to any form-factor device to make a step forward from a primitive
actuation technique to high-fidelity haptics able to provide a vision-free navigation in 3D
haptic space.

In related research [3,4] the offsets that have been found and are used to create localized
vibration focal points are triggered within milliseconds in the single digits. This may mean
that quick rapid changes in the offset actuation could allow for multiple focal points that
are perceptually simultaneous. If this is possible, we then open the possibility to create
perceivable detailed haptic images. The possibility to communicate contour graphics over
a surface adds a form of additional bandwidth that can bring clarity to haptic feedback.
The handles of a video game controller, or the back of a phone are both areas that at times
have large areas of the hand over them, areas that could benefit from the introduction of
high-fidelity haptic feedback.

We would like to further explore the offset actuation technique implemented in objects
with more pronounced curvature, such as that of a sphere [36]. A curved surface introduces
points of localization that are both normal and tangential to the actuator. We expect this
to introduce vertex forces that will alter a user’s perception of localization. As many user
interfaces consist of areas of large curvature, such as a mouse or gamepad, it is important
for us to understand how the method for virtual actuation can be implemented in such an
application for in-vehicle use.

We can imagine that any surface that contacts a driver can be used to communicate
with said driver. This could extend to the steering wheel, the head restraint, or the seat
itself. Localized vibrations at any of these points could potentially be used to communicate
all manner of information. For example, the location of a vibration on a seat could aid
with lane assist or collision avoidance technologies. Localized vibrations across a steering
wheel could help a driver navigate through a city by providing cues as to when and where
to turn.

Beyond the use of in-car navigation, high-fidelity haptics has a plethora of possible
uses. Accurate haptics could provide further immersion ual reality environments, com-
municate detailed touch communication over long distances, or enhance feedback on
touchscreen keyboards found on tablet displays.

In the future, user testing would be required in order to get a better understanding of
the driver’s ability to distinguish tactile patterns of control panel based on constructive
wave interference of vibration haptic signals in the absence of visual feedback. It is
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important to understand a user’s experience with virtual actuators. An operating vehicle
introduces ambient vibrations as well as visual distractions that will likely affect a user’s
interaction with the control panel [2,44]. That being said, classic tactile buttons on a
dashboard can be felt quite easily in normal driving situations which would lead us to
believe it is possible to differentiate artificially created haptic responses from ambient
vibrations. Meanwhile, we are working together with the engineers of the control panel
to integrate TDK PowerHap15G actuators into technological pockets underneath the
control panel.

6. Conclusions

We have shown that offset actuators can be used to create points of peak vibration
across a curved multilayered surface such as that of the demonstrated control panel for in
car installation. For this application, we believe that use of such actuation techniques to
improve haptic feedback across the touch sensitive interface can help a user better focus
on driving. The TDK PowerHap 15G had superior performance in relation to vibration
localization for this application. It has a flat, small footprint that provides a more accurate
virtual tactile point than could be achieved by the Cedrat APA120S actuators. The TDK
PowerHap 15G is also significantly cheaper than the Cedrat APA120S.

This work expands on existing previous research and demonstrates that the use of a
virtual vibration point can be achieved over nonstandard molded layered structures. This
would allow for the use of fewer actuators in a variety of feedback interfaces when creating
high-fidelity haptics.
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